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A second-order stochastic process X is called almost periodically correlated (PC) 
in the sense of Gladyshev if its mean function m(r) and covariance R(t + T, t) are 
uniformly continuous with respect to t, t and are almost periodic functions of t for 
every r. We show that the mean uniformly almost periodic processes discussed by 
Kawata are also almost PC in the sense of Gladyshev. If  X is almost PC, then for 
each fixed T the function R(r + T ,  t) has the Fourier series 
and 
R(t + 7, t) - 1 a(]., T) exp(iLt) 
Aen, 
6) 
R(t + T, t) exp( - Ut) dt 
exists for every 1 and T, independently of the constant c. Assuming only that a(& T) 
exists in this sense for every 1 and r, we show a(l+, t) is a Fourier transform 
al-4 5) = 
I 
exp(+) r,(dy) (iii) 
R 
if and only if a(0, T) is continuous at r =O; under this same condition, the set 
A = (2: a(k, z) # 0 for some T} is countable. We show that a strongly harmonizable 
process is almost PC if and only if its spectral measure is concentrated on a 
countable set of diagonal lines S1 = { (rr, yr): yz = y, - A}; further, one may identify 
the spectral measure on the kth line with the measure rLk appearing in (iii). Finally 
we observe that almost PC processes are asymptotically stationary and give 
conditions under which strongly harmonizable almost PC processes may be made 
stationary by an independent random time shift. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A second-order stochastic process {X(t), t E W}, defined on the proba- 
bility space (Sz, 9, P), is called almost periodically correlated (almost PC) 
in the sense of Gladyshev [ 111 if its mean and correlation functions 
m(u) = ww) and R(u, 0) = E(m4 x(v,> 
are uniformly continuous in u,u and if for every u, v in R, m(u + t) and 
R(u + t, u + t) and are uniformly almost periodic (UAP) functions of t 
[ 1,2,5]; that is, they are uniformly convergent limits of trigonometric 
polynomials in the variable t. An equivalent condition (in addition to the 
uniform continuity) is that m(t) and 
B(t, 7) = R(t + 7, t) (1.1) 
are both UAP in t for each z; the equivalence of the two requirements is 
due to the fact that translations of UAP functions are UAP. 
In the remainder of this paper we shall take m(t) = 0 and almost PC 
processes are to be interpreted in the sense of Gladyshev. We note 
that if R(u+ t, u + t) is UAP in t for every u, u, then lR(u, u)j2 < 
R(u, u) R(u, u) < M2 because R(t, t) must be a bounded function of t from 
elementary properties of UAP functions. 
The primary topics addressed by this paper are motivated by existing 
results on periodically correlated (PC) processes [ll-161, which are 
second-order processes for which there exists a smallest real number T > 0 
such that R(u, u) = R(u + T, u + T) and m(u) = m(u + T) for every u, u in R; 
an equivalent requirement is that B(t, t) = B(t + T, 7) for every t, 7. 
A summary of properties of continuous time PC processes may be found 
in [27]. Some motivation is also taken from previous work [3,9, 151 on 
the notion of random time shifts. 
The first topic concerns the Fourier series 
B(t, 7) - C a(& t) exp(iLt), 
AsA, 
(1.2) 
where 
B( t, 7) exp( - LJJ) dt. (1.3) 
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a(L, 7) to be a Fourier 
transform 
a@, 7) = jm ew(M) r,(h) 
-co 
(1.4) 
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and show that under these same conditions n = (3.: ~(1, r) # 0 for some T 1 
is countable. The second topic addresses the nature of the support of the 
spectral measure rc: appearing in 
when X(t) is (strongly) harmonizable [21]. We show that a strongly har- 
monizable process is almost PC if and only if rg (or (r,=( ) is concentrated 
on a countable set of diagonal lines SA = ((y,, y2): y2 = yi - ;1}; further, the 
measure rl appearing in (1.4) may be identified with the restriction of the 
spectral measure r5 to the line S1. And finally, the third topic addresses the 
connection between harmonizable almost PC processes and random shifts. 
If X(t) is harmonizable and l3 is an L, random variable, independent of X 
in an appropriate sense, then the randomly shifted process 
Y(t, co) = X(t + e(o), 0) 
may be defined in a quadratic mean sense [ 151, and 
(1.6) 
where QB( .) is the characteristic function of 8 and rg is the spectral measure 
associated with X(t). This suggests that Y(t) will be stationary if GB( .) 
annihilates the off-diagonal support of rc. We show that if X(t) is almost 
PC and the nonzero elements of /i satisfy x7= i l/L: < co, a random 8 may 
be constructed that makes Y(t) stationary. Conversely, if Y(t) is stationary 
for 8 of the type constructed and C;= i l/A: < co, then X(t) must be almost 
PC. We acknowledge in particular the paper of Gardner [9] for its insight 
and motivation for this work. 
We now construct two simple examples, motivated by similar construc- 
tions in the PC case [13, 161, that yield almost PC processes. These two 
examples are often called amplitude and phase (or time scale) modulation. 
If Z(t) is a zero mean wide sense stationary process with a continuous 
covariance, and P(t) is UAP, then X(t) = p(t) Z(t) is almost PC as 
R,(u+t,u+t)=P(u+t)P(u+t)R,(u-o) 
is UAP in the variable t for every (u, a) (UAP functions are closed under 
translations and products). It is of interest to note that E(IX(t)12} = 
IP(t R,(O); that is, the length of the random variable X(t) is time varying 
according to I P(t)l. Similarly the process Y(t + P(t)) is almost PC as 
Ry(u+t,u+t)=RZ(u+t+P(u+t)-u-r-P(u+t)) 
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is UAP in the variable t for every (u, u) because UAP functions are closed 
under sums and composition with uniformly continuous functions (R,(u) 
is a continuous covariance and hence uniformly continuous). Note 
however, E{ 1 Y(t)j2} = R,(O); the length of Y(t) is constant. 
2. ALMOST PERIODICITY IN QUADRATIC MEAN 
It is easy to see that periodicity in quadratic mean, E IX(t + T) - X( t)12 = 0 
for all t E R, is sufhcient for the correlation of X(t) to be doubly periodic, 
R(u, o) = R(u + nT, u + mT) for every u, u and m, n, and hence X(t) is also 
PC. Is it true that almost periodicity in quadratic mean (q.m.) implies the 
process is almost PC? Almost periodicity in q.m. is defined through the 
concept of relative density of the sets of s-translation numbers. That is, if 
X(t) is continuous in quadratic mean and 
is relatively dense for every E > 0, we shall say that X(t) is q.m. UAP; we 
note that Kawata [19] calls these processes mean UAP. We are reminded 
that the set S(X, E) is called relatively dense if there exists a positive num- 
ber I for which every interval of length 1 has a non-null intersection with 
S(X, E). We also note that q.m. UAP processes may be treated as almost 
periodic functions with values in Hilbert space [ 1,201, but [ 191 explicitly 
treats them as stochastic processes. 
PROPOSITION 1. If X is q.m. UAP, then X has bounded second moments, 
is uniformly continuous, and is almost PC; further, the covariance R(u, v) is 
UAP as a function of the two variables u, v. 
Proof: To show the first claim we use the continuity of R(u, v) to see 
that E{ lX(u)12} = R( , u u is continuous and hence attains its maximum on ) . 
any closed bounded interval. Since 
S(X, E)= (7: sup E IX(t+ ~)-X(Z)~~<E) 
IER 
is relatively dense for any E, choose E = 1; thus there exists 1, such that any 
interval of length I, contains a 7 E S(X, 1). But this means that for any t, 
there is a z0 E S(X, 1) for which E IX(t + z,,) - X(t)12 < 1 and t + 7,, E [0, l,]. 
Thus EIX(t)12d2E((X(t+zo)12}+2 and EIX(t+7,J2<MI,, where 
W, = max, E CO, CI R(u, u). So X(t) has bounded second moments and we 
denote Mx=suprEWE lX(t)12. 
The preceding development is an imitation of the proof by Bohr [S] for 
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scalar functions; the essential idea is that the issue of boundedness for 
arbitrary t can be translated to a closed bounded interval. The same is true 
for continuity so that we state without proof that q.m. UAP processes are 
uniformly continuous in (quadratic) mean. This with the bounded second 
moments implies that R(u, u) is uniformly continuous. 
To show that a mean UAP process is almost PC, we need to show that 
for every z and every E > 0, 
~t’:~~~Bl(t+t’,r)-B(t,t)l~&} (2.1) 
is relatively dense. Writing the difference in (2.1) as 
IE{X(t+t’+z)X(t+t’)}-E{X(t+z)X(t)}l 
~jE(X(t+t’+T)X(t+t’))-EfX(t+t)X(t+t’))l 
+IE{X(t+T)X(t+t’)}-E{X(t+z)X(t)}l (2.2) 
leads to 
{t’:wqJB(t+t’,r)-B(t,+Ge}3 r.:supEIX(r+t’)--X(t)12~~}, 
teFt 4MX 
where the set on the right of the inclusion is relatively dense. Hence B(t, z) 
is UAP in t for every T. 
To show that R(u, u) is UAP as a function of two variables (or doubly 
UAP), we must show [2] that the set 
S(R,&)= ((7, a): sup R ((u+T, u+o)-R(u,u)( GE} 
U,VEtQ 
is relatively dense in the plane; that is, there exists an Z> 0 for which every 
square of side I has a nonempty intersection with S(R, E). The expressions 
IR(u+z,v+o)-R(u,u)(=IE{X(u+z)X(o+a))-E{X(u)X(v)}l 
=IE{X(u+T)X(u+o)}-E{X(u+z)X(v)} 
+ V(u + 7) X(u)> - EiX(u) W))l 
~E(IX(U+a)-X(u)~2j1’2E{IX(U+T)(2)”2 
+E((X(~+T)-X(~)I~}~‘~E{IX(U)I~}~’~ (2.3) 
imply that 
S(R,+S(X,&)+&) 
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and hence S(R, E) is relatively dense in [w x R’ because S(X, e2/4M,) is 
relatively dense in 58. l 
3. ALMOST PC PROCESSES 
We now address properly almost PC processes; that is, almost PC 
processes that are not also q.m. UAP. We derive our motivation again 
from results obtained for the case of PC processes. 
The first issues concern the coeficient functions 
a(L, r) = lim J- 
J 
A 
A-CO~A -A 
B( t, z) exp( - ut) dc 
appearing in the Fourier series (1.2) of B(t, t). From the theory of 
UAP functions [l, 2, 51, a(J, r) exists for each r, A, = (1: a(n, z) #O} is 
countable and we may say that B( t, r) has a Fourier series for each z. 
We begin by showing that ~(0, t) is a correlation function (non-negative 
definite), not just when X(t) is almost PC, which was shown by Gladyshev 
[ 111, but in a broader context. We then show that under reasonably weak 
conditions a(& .) is a Fourier transform for each 1 E I& and the entire set 
of frequencies A = U, /i, is countable. 
We say that a function f: R! H C is locally L, if JE If(x)/ dx -C co for any 
finite a, b. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose X(t) is a complex second-order process for 
which B( ., z) is locally L, for every z and 
B(t, z) dt (3.2) 
exists independently of c for every z, then a(0, 7) is non-negative definite. 
Proof. For arbitrary n, complex constants pI, . . . . p, and times t,, . . . . i, 
we must show 
First note for any fixed A, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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&-j” E(X(t+tj)X(f+tk)] dc 
A 
1 A f l), 
ZZ- 
s 2A -Atlk 
E(X(t + rj- t/J x(t)) dt. (3.5) 
Since the quantities in (3.5) converge to a(0, tj- tk) and (3.4) holds, we 
conclude (3.3) as required. 1 
We remark that iff(x) is uniformly locally L,, in the sense that 
then if limA+m (1/2A)[f+,E+c f(x) dx exists for any c, it will exist with the 
same limit independently of c. This may be applied, as follows, to give a 
sufficient condition for the hypothesis of Proposition 2. If B(t, 0) is 
uniformly locally L,, then B( t, 2) is also uniformly locally L, for every z. 
To see this, write 
j’+‘IB(t, z)j dt=/“+cJE(X(t+t)X(t))l dr 
a a 
s a+B i R”2(t + z, t + z) I?‘*( t, t) dt a 
[i 
cc+++!3 l/2 
1 [I 
a+B l/Z 6 B(t, 0) dr B( t, 0) dt 
CT+T a 1 
6 K’W) K”2(p) = K(B), 
so B(r, z) is uniformly locally L, . 
If B(t, f) arises from an almost PC correlation, then B(t, 0) is a UAP 
function and so 
B(t, 0) dt 
exists. Further, B(t, 0) is uniformly locally L, because it is continuous and 
bounded; that is, 
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where M is the bound on the second moments of X(t). Hence the 
hypotheses for Proposition 2 are satisfied for almost PC processes. 
Another class of examples that satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 2 
are given by X(t) = P(t) Z(t), where Z(t) is a stationary process and P(t) 
is in Wiener’s class S. We are reminded that a (Borel) measurable function 
P(t) is in S if and only if 
P(t+z)P(t)dt 
exists, with c = 0, for every z; Wiener shows it then exists independently of 
c for every r [26, p. 1551. Hence for X(t) = P(t) Z(t), it follows that 
B( t, r) = P( t + r ) P(t) R,(z) satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 2. 
We also observe that any process satisfying the hypotheses of Proposi- 
tion 2 are asymptotically stationary in the sense of Parzen [23]; in the 
language of Kampt de FCriet [18] the process has a correlation 
(asymptotic) R(r) = ~$0, r) as a limit of a sub-correlation, which is the 
expected value of the sample correlation. 
The next proposition shows that a weak condition of continuity suflices 
for ~(2, r) to be a Fourier transform in r for every 1. As in the PC case (see 
Hurd [13]), this result does not require the pointwise continuity of B(t, r) 
(or equivalently of R(u, u)). 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose X(t) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2 
and ~(1, z) as gioen by (3.1) exists for eoery (A, z) E R x R, then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) ~(0, z) is continuous at z = 0, 
(b) a(A, +Jrn exp(iyr) rA4); -00 (3.6) 
where r,, is a finite positive measure. 
Proof: The implication (b) * (a) follows immediately from the fact that 
Fourier transforms of finite measures are continuous. 
(a) 3 (b) Since ~(0, r) is non-negative definite and continuous at 
z = 0, there is a finite positive measure r0 for which 
a(0, z) = Jrn exp(iAr) r,(dA). (3.7) 
-co 
683/37/l-3 
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The approach taken here to show a(& r) is a Fourier transform is 
through Bochner’s [4] characterization of Fourier Stieltjes transforms; 
that is, we need to show there exists a finite positive number M, for which 
p$l P~~J~, rp)) d Ml sup 1 E pLp exp(W,) 1 (3.8) 
Y p=l 
with arbitrary n, real sequence r r, . . . . r,, and complex sequence pr, . . . . p,,. 
For any such n and sequences {TV} and { pp}, the sum on the left side of 
(3.8) differs from 
IiJ ~pEfX(t+Zp)X(t)}exp(-i;lt)dt 
Ap-l 
(3.9) 
by no more than sI for A > A, and so 
(3.10) 
By using the Schwarz inequality first on the probability space and then on 
M-4 Al, 
E((X(t)12}i’2 dt 
112 
ppLqWf + tp, t + zq) dt 
l/2 1 A 
I[ 1 2~ _ Nt, t) dt 1 . A 
(3.11) 
Now for A > A,, the quantity in (3.11) containing the summation differs by 
no more than E* from 
V= 
co 
[I I 
112 
= 
i pp exp(W,) ’ rot&Y) 
-m p=l I 1 
and 
VG SUP 
Y 
i pp exp(iy~,) 1 [ jyrn ~d4)]1’2. 
p=l 
(3.12) 
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Similarly by taking A > A,, the other term of (3.11) differs no more than 
s3 from 
w= a(0, op* = [ J ym rddl)]“2. (3.13) 
Combining these statements we may say that for any n and sequences 
bP>Y {PP>, 
and so for any E > 0, 
i Pp4A zp) G VW+E<a(O, 0) sup i pLp exp(iyr,) +E, (3.14) 
p=l V p=l 
where the last inequality follows from (3.11) and (3.13). Thus we obtain 
(3.8) by setting M, = ~(0, 0); so the bound is also uniform in L. 1 
To apply Proposition 3 to almost PC processes, we are reminded that 
a(& z) as given by (3.1) exists for every (A, r ) because B( t, r) is UAP in t 
for every r. To see that ~(0, z) is continuous, write 
(u(O,r+h)-a(O,~)l~~~~~fA jB(t,~+h)-B(t,r)ldt 
A 
1 A 
< lim - 
s ~-co2A -A 
Edt=E 
for Ihl < 6, because of the uniform continuity of B(t, r). 
Returning now to the product example, suppose X(t) = P(t) Z(t), where 
Z(t) is a stationary process having a continuous covariance, and P(t) 
is in Wiener’s class S’, so that 4(r) is continuous at r =O. Then 
~(0, r) = d(r) R,(r) is continuous at r = 0 and so if u(n, z) exists for all 1, z 
as required by Proposition 3, then for every 1, ~(1, r) is a Fourier trans- 
form with respect to r. 
The next proposition gives a sufficient condition for the entire set of 
frequencies A = u, A, to be countable given that each /1, is countable. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose X(t) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2 
and a(& z) us given by (3.1) exists for every (A, 7) E R x R. If u(A, 7) is con- 
tinuous in 7 for every 1, then A = U,, w  A, = IJ r E Q A,, where Q designates 
the ration&. 
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Proof: The inclusion, U ~ E o /1, c U ~ t w  /i,, is clear. For the other inclu- 
sion, suppose 2 E U ~ E R A,, then there is a t for which a(& r) # 0; but then, 
since a(& r) is continuous, there is a r’ E Q with a(n, r’) # 0 and hence 
AE UreQ 4. I 
Suppose X(t) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2 and a(& t) exists 
for every (A, r) E R x R. If ~(0, r) is continuous at r = 0, then from Proposi- 
tion 3 we may conclude that for every 2, a(,?, r) is continuous in r because 
it is a Fourier transform. If, in addition, each /i, is countable then from 
Proposition 4, we may conclude that n = U, A, is countable. If X(t) is 
almost PC, all these conditions are satisfied and hence we may conclude 
that n is countable. In a similar context, Proposition 4 provides an 
affirmative answer to the conjecture by Gardner [lo, p. 3911 concerning 
the countability of n in the context of almost cyclostationary functions. 
For arbitrary almost PC processes, /1 can be any arbitrary countable set 
of real numbers except that we always have OE /i and if 1 e/i then also 
-I E A. Generally, /i may even contain a countable number of cluster 
points and may even be dense in R. If the nonzero elements of n satisfy 
C,“= r l/n: < co, it is easily seen that /i cannot have any cluster points; this 
condition will arise in our subsequent discussions. 
4. HARMONIZABLE ALMOST PERIODICALLY CORRELATED PROCESSES 
A second-order process X(t) is called strongly harmonizable, or har- 
monizable in the sense of LoCve [21], if and only if X may be represented 
in quadratic mean by 
X(t)= jw ev(W WY), -‘x (4.1) 
where 5 is a random measure defined on the Bore1 sets of R and the 
measure rt defined by 
r&Ca, b), Cc, 4) = E{S(Ca, b)) @Cc, 4)) (4.2) 
for intervals [a, b), [c, d) satisfies srco ST00 lrCl (dy,, dy2) < CO. A process is 
strongly harmonizable if and only if its correlation is a Fourier transform 
of such a (finite) measure ry, 
Nu, 0) = j_“, j”, exp(b,u- hhu) r&4,, 44. (4.3) 
In this paper we shall be concerned only with strongly harmonizable 
processes in contrast to weakly harmonizable processes for which 
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bimeasure integration is required [6,22]. For the remainder of this paper, 
harmonizable may therefore be read as strongly harmonizable. 
We note that the weakly stationary processes are contained in the class 
of harmonizable processes and a harmonizable process is weakly stationary 
if and only if r5 concentrates on the diagonal (r, = yZ). Further, a har- 
monizable process is PC with period T if and only if the support of rr is 
contained in a set S, = lJk Sk of equally spaced lines parallel to the main 
diagonal [13, 161, where 
In this case the set LI is contained in (1, = 2nk/T, ke Z} and each 
measure rAk may be identified in a natural way with rt. restricted to the line 
S, and 
so the convergence of (1.2) is absolute. 
The next proposition shows that in the almost PC case, the measures rl 
may be identified in the same way with r5 restricted to the line Sn = 
{ (ri, y2): yZ = y, - 21. The proof is omitted due to its similarity to Proposi- 
tion 2 of [16]. 
PROPOSITION 5. If R(u, u) is the correlation of a harmonizable process, 
then for every 1, a(,$ z) exists and 
& T)= jrn exp(Od r,d&) = jsl j exp(iy,z) r&d?,, 4,). (4.5) --co 
As stated above, a harmonizable process is PC if and only if its spectral 
support is contained in a family of equally spaced diagonal lines. The 
support of rT is defined as the complement of u O,, where the union is 
over all the open sets having lrg I (0,) = 0. We will subsequently show that 
if the support of r5 is contained in a countable set of diagonal lines, then 
the harmonizable process must be almost PC in the sense of Gladyshev. 
But the converse statement, that the support of every harmonizable almost 
PC process must be contained in a countable set of diagonal lines, is false 
because a countable set of lines may form a dense subset of R*, and in this 
case the support of rc will be all of lR*. We are grateful to D. Dehay [7] 
for clarifying this point and for observing that the difficulty is eliminated by 
replacing the notion of support with the similar notion of a measure being 
concentrated. The measure rc is said to be concentrated (see Rudin [24]) 
on the measurable set A if for every measurable set E, r,(E) = rc(E n A). 
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The measure rg is concentrated on A if and only if jr; 1 is concentrated 
on A. 
PROPOSITION 6. A necessary and sufficient condition for a harmonizable 
stochastic process X(t) to be almost PC in the sense of Gladyshev is the 
concentration of the measure Irgl on the set S, = {(y,, y2): yz =y, --A,, 
lk E A}, where A is countable. 
Prooj Suppose X(t) is harmonizable and Irt: 1 is concentrated on a 
countable set of diagonals S, = lJk S2,, where S,, = { (yl, y2): yZ = y1 - I+}. 
Then 
ls,(yl, ~~)expCiy,(t+~)-iy,tl rAdyl, dyd (4.6) 
= c j* jm l,,~(~,,y,)expCiy,(t+r)-iyztlr~(dy,,dy,) 
keZ --OO --u3 
=kFz exp(ilkt) dAkp 7.) (4.7) 
where the last expression follows from the definition of S1, and from (4.5). 
Further 
so that the series in (4.7) converges absolutely (and uniformly in t, z) to 
B(t, 7). So for every z, B(t, 7) as a function of t is a uniform limit of 
trigonometric polynomials and hence is UAP. Finally, we note that 
Gladyshev’s definition of almost PC requires uniform continuity of R(u, v) 
in the variables u, o and all harmonizable correlations satisfy this condition. 
Conversely, if X(t) is harmonizable and almost PC in the sense of 
Gladyshev, then for each 1 we note from Proposition 5 that a(& T) is a 
(uniformly) continuous function of ?. Thus from Section 3 we conclude 
that n = U, /i, is countable, and so for every z we may write 
(4.9) 
where the representation is in the usual sense for UAP functions. But (4.8) 
holds because X(t) is harmonizable; thus for every (t, z), the sum in (4.9) 
converges absolutely to B(t, z) and so the representation becomes equality. 
Using Proposition 5 we may therefore express B(t, z) as any of the expres- 
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sions in (4.6) through (4.7) and thus we have the conclusion that B(t, z) (or 
R(u, v)) is determined completely by a Fourier transform of rt restricted to 
SA, a countable set of diagonals. By the uniqueness property of Fourier 
transforms, rc must be identical with the restriction of r, to SA. Thus rt; is 
concentrated on S, and therefore also is lr5 1. 1 
We note that if the support of r5 is contained in a countable set of 
diagonal lines, then rg will be concentrated on these lines and such 
processes will be almost PC. If rr is concentrated on a countable set of 
diagonal lines with I:= 1 l/A: < co, the diagonal lines are prohibited from 
clustering and it follows that the support of 1~~1 is contained in S,. 
5. RANDOM SHIFTS 
If {X(t), t E R} is a stochastic process defined on a probability space 
(Q, 9, P) and 0(o) is a real random variable, also defined there, then we 
inquire about the randomly shifted process Y(t, w) defined by 
Y(t, Co) = X(2 + e(o), co). (5.1) 
In particular, we ask about conditions on the process X(t) and the 
random variable 0 that make Y(t) stationary. This conceptual artifice has 
been extensively used in engineering problems to argue that for analyses 
involving the average power spectrum of certain classes of nonstationary 
processes, X(t) can be replaced by a stationary process Y(t) having the 
same average power spectrum. Since this procedure destroys information 
about the structure of the process, it should be cautiously used for this 
purpose; Gardner and Franks [S] give an example of the performance loss 
experienced in a filtering problem. Our purpose here is to discuss random 
shifts in the context of harmonizable almost PC processes, and in par- 
ticular we are concerned with the properties of a random 8 that make Y(t) 
weakly stationary. 
The problem of random shifts was addressed for non-random periodic 
functions by Beutler [3], for periodically nonstationary (including PC) 
processes by Hurd [13, 151 and for almost cyclostationary (almost PC) 
processes by Gardner [9]. When X(r) is a stochastic process, there are 
several preliminary problems to resolve, the first being the sense in which 
Y(t) is defined. In order for Y(t, w) (for fixed t) to be a random variable 
defined by a pointwise composition as in (5.1), we must assume 
measurability of X(t, 0); details are given in [ 151. However, in this paper 
we are only concerned with second-order properties so that Y(t, w) may be 
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satisfactorily defined by a limit in quadratic mean. We also want to assume 
enough independence between O(o) and X(t, o) to use the expression 
Ry(S, t,=J R&+8, t+e)p(de), (5.2) 
R 
where /A is the measure induced on the Bore1 sets 98(R) by 19(w). Sufficient 
conditions for defining Y(t) as a q.m. limit and for the intuitive expression 
E( Y(s) Y(t) 1 O> = R,(s + 8, t + 0) a.e. (&), which guarantees (5.2) are 
given in [15]; they are that E{ lX(t)l*} < C< co for all t, X(t) is uniformly 
continuous in quadratic mean and that the a-field of the process 9” is 
independent of &, the cr-field induced by 8, which is taken to be of finite 
variance. We note that the first two are satisfied for almost PC and for 
harmonizable processes, and the independence requirement is not 
surprising; a weaker independence requirement is stated in [IS], but that 
is not considered an issue here. In the remainder of this discussion of 
random shifts of X(t) by 8, we shall assume the existence of the required 
independence. 
To understand the effects of such random shifts we now review the 
application of (5.2) to the harmonizable PC case in which the action of the 
random shift is made clear by writing 
R&, G=j” R,(J + 8, t + e) p(de) (5.3) 
--m 
where (5.4) follows from using (4.3) in (5.3) and an application of Fubini’s 
theorem; Q@(y) is the characteristic function 
@e(Y) =y exp(oe) dde) 
-cc 
of the random variable 0. If X(t) is harmonizable and PC with period T the 
support of r, is contained [16] in the set 
So if 6 is uniformly distributed over [-T/2, T/2], its characteristic 
function 
G (y --y pnCbl-y2) WI 
el 2 
C(~I-YZ) T/21 
(5.5) 
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is null on ST except when y, = y 2 ; the characteristic function GO( . ) removes 
the support of r5 that makes X(t) nonstationary. 
Conversely, if Y(t) is stationary whenever 8 is uniformly distributed it 
may be concluded from (5.4) that a harmonizable X(t) must be PC [ 151. 
To see this, we first note that Y(t) is stationary if and only if the complex 
measure 
(5.6) 
concentrates on the diagonal A = {(yI, y2): y, = yZ} [21, p. 4821. We wish 
to show that if Y(t) is stationary when 8 is uniformly distributed (say over 
[-T/2, T/2]), then Support( Ire/) c S,. Under the hypothesis we may con- 
clude that Support( /rrl ) c A, because Y(t) is stationary. For then, writing 
A’ for the complement of A, 
so /r(j must be null on all of A’ except possibly on ((y,, yZ): 
Y~Y~~W&)I~ h w  ere K(QB) = {u: Qe(u) =O}. For 19 uniformly distributed 
over [ - T/2, T/2], and since from (5.5) we have Q@(O) = 1 and K(Qi,) = 
{j2n/T, jEZ, j#O}, then 
as required. 
If X(t) is harmonizable and almost PC, so r[ concentrates on diagonals, 
the preceding discussions imply that Y(t) will be stationary if Qe(yl, yZ) is 
null on the countable collection S, of diagonals (excluding A) for which 
lrrl (S,) # 0. We shall next examine a construction, due to Gardner [9], of 
such a 0. Following the analysis of this construction, we show the connec- 
tion between the harmonizable almost PC processes and the class of 
harmonizable processes that may be made stationary by an independent 
random shift. 
The Construction 
Denote the (unordered) positive elements of A as ,4+ and note that the 
Hermitian symmetry of rt implies that A E A if and only if -A E A, so A = 
{o}uA+ u -/I+. Now let A, be an increasing sequence of subsets of A +, 
and let tfk be a random variable that is uniformly distributed on the inter- 
val [ - rr/&, rr/A,], where & E A, and the qk are mutually independent and 
each is independent of X(t) in the sense that & is independent of FX. Then 
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k=l 
(5.7) 
is independent of X(t) and the characteristic function for e,(w) is given by 
@,“(A) = fI @&I), 
k=l 
where 
sin(rc;lll,) 
@w(n)= (nn,nk) . 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
The zeros K(@,,) of each @,&A) are countable and of the form ljk-= j& for 
j E E, j # 0. It is clear from (5.4) that the spectral measure r5,n for X( t + 0,) 
can be expressed as 
(5.10) 
which concentrates on the set of diagonals remaining after the action of 
Qs,. That is, if 
S,“={(Y1,Yz):Y2=Y1~IZ,~E/i+-~?n}, (5.11) 
where;i,={1:I=jll,l,l,E/i,,jE~},thenrg,nconcentratesonAuS,~, 
where A is the diagonal. Now we inquire about the effect of increasing n. 
If A is finite, then for sufficiently large n, A + - 2, = @ and hence SB, = 0 
so rg,” concentrates on the diagonal and Y(t) is stationary. 
If A is infinite, it is still clear that S, 10 but we still need to show that 
lim, + oo X(t + 0,) exists and is stationary. We begin by considering the 
existence of lim, t?,(o) as a random variable. Since the distribution of each 
qk iS centered, E(qk) = 0 and so E{ t?,} = 0. Further, a simple calculation 
produces 
Var[e,] = i Var[v],] = 
k=l 
(5.12) 
and, depending on A, the quantity Var[e,] may or may not converge to 
a finite value. If lim, _ m Var[e,] converges to a finite value, then (by use 
of the Kolmogorov three series theorem) 8, converges with probability one 
to a random variable e(o) with 
(5.13) 
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further, the distribution function F,, for 8, converges pointwise to the 
distribution F for 0 and the characteristic function for 8 is given by 
QO(u)= lim QB.(u). (5.14) 
“-UZ 
If Var[0,] diverges then 8, also diverges with probability 1. Note that 
Var[8,] will diverge if the sequence {A,} has any finite cluster points. 
A sequence 13, of random variables defined in the preceding manner and 
with C,“= 1 l/L: < cc will be called a sequence of type U. We assume hence- 
forth that the set of frequencies n + = {A,} are arranged in increasing order, 
O<A,</l,< ‘... We now prove two lemmas, concerning sequences of type 
U, that are instrumental to our results for almost PC processes when n is 
infinite. The first lemma concerns the characteristic function Qa.-,(u) = 
E{exp(iG,-,u)} of the random variable 6,-,=6,-8,=C;=,+1 qk for 
n>m. 
LEMMA 1. Zf 8, is of type U, then given L > 0 and E > 0, there is an A4 
for which the function 
(5.15) 
satisfies@an-m(u)>l-Efor lul<Lwhenevern>m>M. 
Proof. We use the fact that the Taylor series for sin x/x has terms of 
alternating sign to obtain the inequality 
(5.16) 
and this last product converges [24, p. 141 to a positive number if all the 
terms are positive and if Ckm_ 1 (1/3!)(a~/&)~ converges. Since I,, i > 1,, if 
the first term in the infinite product is positive, all will be; clearly we may 
take m large enough so this will be satisfied for 1~1 XL. Further, the infinite 
product appearing in (5.16) is a monotonically decreasing function of u for 
u>O and is null for u=(&/~)A,+i; for fixed U, it is strictly increasing 
function of m. From these facts we see that m may be chosen to satisfy the 
requirements of the lemma. 1 
The next lemma shows that the zeros of @,Ju) are precisely the zeros of 
the factors D,,,(u). 
LEMMA 2. Zf 8, is of type U, then 
a@@)= 6 W@,,). 
k=l 
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Proof The inclusion Uy= I K(@,J c K(@,) is clear. To show the 
reverse inclusion, let u be any real number with u # IJ,“= , K(@,,) and 
choose n such that IuI < (J6/7c) I,. Write Q,(u) = F,(u) Z,(u), where 
and 
In(u)= fi si+;fkJ. 
k=n 
Now F,(u) # 0 as u $ Up= r K(@,,) and by the argument in the preceding 
lemma, Z,(u)>0 as Iu( < (,/@r) A,,; hence QB(u) #O. This shows that 
a@P,) c uk”= 1 w$,). I 
The following proposition gives a characterization of harmonizable 
almost PC processes subject to the non-zero elements of A satisfying 
C,“= I l/A: < co. Under this condition we are reminded that the support of 
Ir,J is contained in S,. 
PROPOSITION 7. A harmonizable X(t) is almost PC with ET= 1 l/l: < co, 
if and only iffor some {6,} of type U, Y(t) = lim, _ m X(t + 6,) exists and 
uniformly in s, t, 
lim E{X(s + 0,) X(t + e,)} = E{ Y(s) Y(t)) = a(0, s - t). (5.18) 
II-* 
Proof: Suppose X(t) is harmonizable and almost PC with 
x7= r l/Af < co. Using the frequencies A we construct a sequence { 0,} of 
type U and then observe that for fixed t, X(t + 0,) is a Cauchy sequence in 
quadratic mean. This may be seen by writing 
E{lX(t+e,)-X(t+e,)1*j =j/ expCit(yl -141 GAyI, y2) rc(dl)I, dy2) SA 
(5.19) 
with 
GAYS, Y~)=E{~xPWL(Y~ -y2)1 -ewW,y, -iky21 
-expCiky, - ie,y21 + exmL(y, - y2)l > (5.20) 
= @e,(Y 1- Y2)C@a,-“(Y 1- YJ 
--~,_.(Y1)-~5,m-,(-Y*)+ 11. (5.21) 
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We now choose a positive number L so that the integral of JrtJ on A n 
HYlY Yd IYll ‘L IYZI 4 is less than c/2. Since Q6,-.(u) = Qs,-,( -u), 
then from Lemma 1, G,,(y, y)=2-2Qamen(y) can be dominated by an 
arbitrarily small number for IyJ < L by taking m sufficiently large. Hence 
the contribution of the diagonal to the integral (5.19) can be made 
arbitrarily small. Using the fact that IQa,_,(A) < 1 implies the integral 
J‘s 4 I@e,(Y1-Ydl lrrl (41, dY2). 
(5.22) 
SA-A 
can be made arbitrarily small by taking m sufficiently large. Thus X(t + ,9,) 
is Cauchy and so there is a unique L,(Q) random variable to which it 
converges; we call this random variable Y(t). 
The leftmost equality in (5.18) follows from X(s+ 0,) --f Y(s), 
X(t + 0,) + Y(t) and the continuity of the inner product, To show the 
uniform convergence and the rightmost equality, note that for fixed n 
= 
ss A ” Se, 
exp(~y,s--iy,t)~,~(~,-~,)r~(~~~,~y,) 
= 407 S- 6 + Jlso expGhs- iy2t) fh.(~~ -YJ ~,VY,, dud, (5.23) 
n 
where ~(0, s - t) may be recognized, from Proposition 5, as the part of the 
integral supported by the diagonal A. The fact that lrtI is a finite measure 
and SB. 10 implies that for n > N, 
ss l@~,(Y~-h)l lr5l (d~~,dyd<&. SO” 
Conversely, suppose X(t) is harmonizable and Y(t) exists and is 
stationary for some {e,} of type U. Then e,(w) converges with probability 
1 to some e(o) having finite variance (27r/12) C,“= r l/A: and for every u, 
lim, -+ a, @, = Ge(u); so the Q@,(u) are a sequence of bounded continuous 
(and hence measurable) functions converging pointwise to a bounded con- 
tinuous function. Hence the Lebesgue convergence theorem may be applied 
to conclude that 
R,(s, t)= lim qx(s+e,)x(t+e,)j 
n-+cc 
= lim O” i I O” ev(hv- br) @e,(~l -YA rt(&l, dy,) n-rm --m -m 
m 00 
= 
s I exphv-iw) @dam -yd rg(41, dy,). 
(5.24) 
-co -cc 
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Since Y(t) is stationary, the support of the measure ri defined by (5.6) must 
be contained in A and as in the PC case we conclude that Irg( must be null 
on all of A’ except possibly on {(Y~,~~):Y~-~~EK(~~)}. But from 
Lemma 2, K(@,) may be seen to be countable when { 0,} is of type U so 
we conclude that lr51 must be concentrated on diagonals and hence from 
Proposition 6, X(t) is almost PC. Also from Lemma 2, all the elements of 
K(@,) are of the form jjlk, je Z - {0}, k E N, where each & corresponds to 
one of the random variables qk in the construction of {e,}. Hence 
C,?= 1 Xi,, MM’ = C,“= 1 A;* CC,,, lb’) < 02. I 
The condition C,“=, l/n: < co plays a large role in the preceding 
arguments. In the necessity of Proposition 7 we use it to show that Y(t) 
exists. Without it in the sufficiency, Q@.(u) can converge to a function that 
does not constrain rt enough to conclude that X(t) is almost PC. For if 
X(t) is harmonizable and Y(t) exists and is stationary for some { 0,} but 
the sequence {A,} has a finite limit, say 2, then it may be shown that 
De,(u) + 1 i0)(~). This limit is a bounded measurable function of u and so 
(5.24) holds with Qe(yl - yz) = 1 (0)(y, - y2). The argument employed in 
Proposition 7 leads us only to the conclusion that the integral of rg on A 
is not null when Y(t) is not the null process. Essentially, (5.24) imposes no 
constraint on rg off of the main diagonal A. 
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